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BCG DETAILS

The Birchip Cropping Group Inc. (BCG)
was established in 1992 as a farmerdriven organisation to conduct applied
research and extension on the major
farming systems in the Wimmera and
Mallee.

73 Cumming Avenue, Birchip,
Victoria 3483

Today, BCG is recognised both
nationally and internationally as a
credible, independent and innovative
organisation. The group's research
and communication activities provide
evidence, support and tools for
improving farm management practices
and profitability.

W: www.bcg.org.au

PO Box 85, Birchip, Victoria 3483
P: 03 5492 2787

E: info@bcg.org.au
Twitter: @BCG_Birchip
Facebook: @BCGBirchip
Instagram: bcg_birchip

BCG has been integral in the adoption
of new agronomic technologies and
farming practices, and continues to
help growers make decisions, develop
risk management strategies, increase
profits and operate sustainable
farming operations.

MISSION
BCG's mission is to improve the
prosperity of Australia's broadacre
farmers through applied sciencebased research and extension.
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CHAIR'S REPORT 2018/19

John Ferrier and Caroline Welsh

Caroline Welsh Chair July 2018 – February 2019
What a year of change it has been. With staff settling into the new organisational structure, we upgraded our
finance, timesheet and payroll software to streamline those processes. After seven years, in February 2018, I
stepped down as Chair of the BCG board and BCG co-founder John Ferrier took the mantle.
At the end of June Chris Sounness announced his resignation to move to Wimmera Development Association.
Chris was with us for five and a half years and has left BCG in a great position. Our financial year result was
a bit above budget, we are now recognised as a leading grower group in the data and precision ag space, we
have an outstanding group of staff with great passion not just for BCG but also for Australia’s broadacre
farming and we have relationships with a wide array of research, extension and commercial
organisations across Australia.
Looking back on my seven years, to be Chair of BCG has been an incredible learning experience in terms of
understanding what is involved in leading an organisation of 20 staff but also very daunting given the terrific
legacy left by Ian McClelland in his 19 years in the job and the great reputation of BCG.
The first event I saw in my calendar for the 2018/19 calendar year was the Speed Field Days when Ian
McClelland spoke on the 25 years of change and innovation we’ve seen in farming since BCG began. The
history of BCG has not just been about a group of passionate farmers with a drive to be the best farmers they
can be, a thirst for knowledge and for research that is locally relevant to our growing conditions, our soil
types, our rainfall patterns and our farming systems. The history of BCG has also been of a group of farmers
just as passionate about the people they live and work with, who understand that we farm within and as part
of our rural community and without a prosperous and thriving rural community, farming would not be the
same.
Those thoughts were very close to mind when we held our charrette as part of the ‘Birchip Community
Network’ project funded by the William Buckland Foundation. Over an exhilarating three days, we brought
together a broad mix of people, from local community leaders, CSIRO and BoM experts to social researchers,
agronomists and health professions to tackle some of the wicked issues facing our communities. Since the
charrette, much planning and networking has gone into putting some of these ideas into action whilst
recognising that solving these complex issues requires long term commitment.
The 2018 growing season is probably one best forgotten but despite this our main field day at Narraport was
a testament to good site selection and was a welcome sight to those of us whose crops were not faring as
well. In February we were delighted to be able to offer our StopGAPP event since our GAPP group funding
finished the year before.
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Our workshops, trials review day and Industry days continue to be well supported, and our research team
continues to innovate to produce relevant, timely results to inform our farming decisions. The inclusion of the
new laboratory worked seamlessly, a credit to the effort and time put into the planning, design and setup of
the facility by staff.
This year BCG continued our pursuit of realising benefits to farmers from new technologies, data collection
and sharing. We had our second roll out of weather stations, this time with an option for soil moisture
monitors. BCG was also successful in obtaining a grant from the Victorian government to install a microgrid
and solar panel system. This technology is not only reducing BCG’s power costs (which can get pretty high
once the soil and dry matter ovens get turned on) but once we’ve bedded down the intricacies of it, our
learnings will be shared and focus on opportunities around community power security and risk diversification
on farm.
Our networks in the philanthropic sector have increased. I attended the philanthropy Australia Conference
and was overwhelmed by the breadth of work conducted on behalf of the sector. We have broadened our
relationships, with BCG working with nearly 10 universities across Australia and a number of federal
Cooperative Research Centres including the High Performing Soils CRC, Farming Smarter CRC and the Food
Agility CRC, bringing a practical farmer perspective to enhance the relevance of these research projects.
I thank the BCG board for putting their trust in me for seven years and I look forward to remaining on the
board for another term as a farmer director.
Caroline
(July 2012 - February 2019)
John Ferrier Chair from February 2019
It is an honour to assume the role of BCG Chair and I look forward to working with the staff, our partners and
the farming community to build and enhance the already impressive BCG brand.
At BCG we have always been about shared solutions, for many years we have acted as a conduit between
agricultural researchers, agribusiness and farmers, connecting them and enabling two-way communication
between these groups, and getting research into the paddock sooner.
Our Shared Solutions dinner in Melbourne was a great example of this. We brought together some of our
long-term partners and some of our newest, from agribusiness, government and the philanthropic sector to
find shared solutions to the challenges facing today’s farmers and agriculture generally.
It was enlightening to hear from Mike Grundy from CSIRO about the Australia National Outlook report, get
some key communications tips from Rhys Ryan from Porter Novelli and where Technology fits in from Matt
Pryor, but as always it was the farmer presentations and panel that really got us thinking.
John
(February 2019 - Current)
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BCG laboratory

CEO REPORT 2018/19 - BY CHRIS SOUNNESS
This report is my final one as CEO of BCG. It will predominately focus on the 2018-2019 year but may also have
reflections over the last five years.
Mission and Strategy is at the forefront of what BCG does and why we do it. The mission is
“To improve the prosperity of Australia’s broadacre farmers through applied science-based research and extension.”
BCG's strategy has been an important guiding document for me whilst at BCG. It is due for a refresh in 2020
and I think it will be a timely exercise. Currently the BCG team is delivering at a very high level on achieving
strategic goals. This is in part to the staff embracing the structural changes the organisation has gone through
to align with the strategy. This alignment has enabled a culture to be created, that has the ability to maintain
focus on our core business of field based systems agronomy and exciting and effective extension
activities, whilst establishing the value of new research & innovation delivered through services and products
that may or may not add value to the farmer, their profitability, the landscape they live in and the community
they are surrounded by. This structure has enabled the various teams to work closely together and assist
each other in achieving, whilst being able to take responsibility for their own project goals and milestones.
BCG is a membership-based organisation; with this in mind we have started a review to understand the value
of a BCG membership and how we can create opportunities for members to derive more value from
belonging to BCG. It is a complex space as we explore the need, value and risks to expand geographically and
understand what services BCG is best placed to offer our members and the farming community.
GRDC continues to be a key partner with BCG, and we are keen to continue our relationship with them. GRDC
have invested in us to deliver some key projects across the Southern Region. These include Pulse
Extension and Precision Planting research. The GRDC National Paddock Survey at the end of June was a major
piece of research conducted with growers and agronomists across Australia over 5 years. It has created a
data rich legacy which I feel has only started to scratch the surface.
Over the last 12 months we had Steve Jefferies open the BCG Lab. A new building that provides great work
conditions for BCG staff to carry out their analysis of the samples that their projects must collect.
BCG has also installed a microgrid. The microgrid is 51 kilowatts of solar cells and a 137 kilowatts/hour of
battery storage, it is a demonstration project to highlight the opportunities for people in the region to
establish on farm.
In 2019, we have 131 Trials made up of 9,500 plots across 23 sites. Over 17 of these trials are
member focussed and initiated. The BCG Manual being produced in February 2020 will be compelling reading
with the increased focus on member funded research.
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BCG has a range of partners that provide research and development funding and who collaborate with us
from the commercial sector. BCG is very much an inclusive organisation; we don’t do exclusive
partnerships, which means we have very long partnerships. In 2018-2019 we worked with 33 research
organisations from around Australia and were involved in nearly every agricultural commodity group. We are
working with 35 different collaborators across Australia and from the United States. We partnered with 5
different philanthropic organisations and we have 48 partners from the private sector. BCG worked with
126 partners that we have a financial/project relationship with.
Complexity and being inclusive goes hand in hand and the team, at all levels, does a great job in bringing the
various partners together, cross pollinating and getting value for the farming community and most
importantly our members. Our ability to partner and add value to collaborations means
more organisations are working to co-develop solutions to the challenges and opportunities involved in
agriculture in the Wimmera and Mallee.
BCG continues to provide leadership and support to deliver on strategy. John Ferrier replaced Caroline Welsh
as Chairman of the BCG board and from my point of view it was seamless. John displays the same level of
support, passion and drive with a focus on how BCG can deliver on its strategy.
Ensuring staff support each other to create a safe caring workplace has continued in 2018-2019. BCG staff do
a large amount of field-based activities; having processes and procedures combined with well
maintained equipment is key. Worksafe Victoria carried out an inspection in March 2019 and did
comment that whilst there is room for improvement, we set a standard that hopefully farmers in the region
aspire to and can achieve.
BCG members and friends who make an enormous effort in advocating for BCG, are forever appreciated.
Volunteering to be part of advisory groups to guide our efforts makes a big difference. Finally, your passion,
knowledge and continued presence at our events continue to impress funders and research partners.
Chris Sounness was BCG's CEO from March 2014 to August 2019.

BCG Main Research Site 2019
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BCG staff at Trials Review Day 2019

STAFF MEMBERS

Chris Sounness

Kelly Angel

Brooke Bennett

Claire Browne

Genevieve Clarke

Chris Cook

Pru Cook

Ciara Cullen
(until May 2019)

Vin Delahunty

Louisa Ferrier

Kate Finger
(from May 2019)

Alison Frischke

Phillip Guthrie
(from March 2019)

Amy Harwood
(from June 2019)

Angela Liston

Kate Maddern
(from November 2018)

James Murray

Jemma Pearl
(until May 2019)

Catherine Schroder

Cameron Taylor

Linda Walters
(maternity leave)

Angela Mazur
(from June 2019)

David Whitehand
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BOARD MEMBERS

CHAIR: Caroline Welsh
(until February 2019)

CHAIR: John Ferrier
(from February 2019)

Peter Myers - Treasurer

Ian McClelland

David Hudson

Alan Bennett

Cherie Reilly

Zvi Hochman

Brad Martin
(until August 2018)

Simon Craig

Tim Rethus
(from October 2018)

INVESTORS AND COLLABORATORS
AGRIC WA
Agriculture Victoria
AgriFutures
AusThink Agri
Australian Department of Agriculture
BCG Members
BestWool/BestLamb
Birchip P-12 School
Buloke Shire Council
Bureau of Meterology
Business Council of Cooperatives and Mutuals
Central West Farming Systems (CWFS)
CropFacts
CSIRO
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport
and Resources
eXtensionAUS
Farm 360
FarmLink Research
Federation University
Food Agility CRC
Foundation for Arable Research, Australia (FAR)
Grain Growers Association
Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC)
Hugh DT Williamson Foundation
Irrigated Cropping Council (ICC)
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John T Reid Charitable Trust
LaTrobe University
Longerenong College
Mallee Catchment Management Authority
Mallee Sustainable Farming (MSF)
Managing Climate Variability Program
Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA)
NSW Department of Primary Industries
Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
Regional Development Australia
South Australian Research and Development Insititute
(SARDI)
Southern Farming Systems (SFS)
Southern Precision Agriculture Association (SPAA)_
Tyrell College
University of Adelaide
University of Melbourne
veski
Victorian Farmers Federation
Victorian No-Till Farmers Association
Western Australian No-Till Farmers Association (WANTFA)
William Buckland Foundation
Wimmera and Mallee Farmers
Wycheproof P-12 College

ADVISORY & RESEARCH COMMITTEES
Engagement with growers and researchers is essential to maintaining relevant and quality Research, Development and
Extension (R,D&E). Our advisory and research committees provide information and feedback to ensure BCG assist
growers to hasten adoption, increase sustainability and conduct science-based investigations with rigour and
innovation.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
BCG has two Advisory Committee groups based in the Mallee and Wimmera regions. These groups help to
ensure that BCG remains farmer-driven. The purpose of the regional advisory committees is to represent the
BCG membership by providing input into the trials and extension carried out each year.
The committee provides valuable feedback to ensure trials, events and communications are relevant and
timely by communicating their in-paddock issues, farm management challenges and potential research
questions that have arisen throughout the season. This information guides BCG when setting research
priorities and selecting topics and speakers for major events. The advisory committees meet twice a year,
usually in February and October.
Mallee members: Bruce Adrians (Landmark Birchip), Andy Barber (Birchip), Scott Worner (Quambatook) Craig Kennedy
(Quambatook), Tyler Nelson (Boort), Luke Maher (Agrivision Quambatook), Geoff and Bronwyn Hunt (Quambatook), Chris
Kelly (Woomelang), Nic Harrison (Sea Lake), Ian McClelland (Birchip), John Renney (Berriwillock), Grant Alday (Sea Lake),
Lachlan Barber (Birchip), Travis Mitchell (Woomelang), Andy Ryan (Chinkapook), Lynk McClelland (Culgoa), Linc Lehmann
(Birchip), Cameron Warne (Culgoa), Brian Barry (Manangatang), Mick McClelland (Sea Lake), Alistair Murdoch
(Kooloonong), Kent Wooding (Agrivision Swan Hill), John Ferrier (Birchip), Simon Craig (Kooloonong), Matt Bissett
(Agrivision Hopetoun), Caroline Welsh (Berriwillock), Shane Edelston (Hopetoun), Ben Merritt (Ultima)
Wimmera members: David Jochinke (Murra Warra), Hugh Keam (Brim), Ian Ruwoldt (Murtoa), Tim
Rethus (Horsham) Carl Sudoltz (Natimuk), Jonothan Dyer (Kaniva), Brett Wheaton (Nhill), Alwyn Dyer (Kaniva), Alan
Bennett (Nhill), Rodney Pohlner (Nhill), Dan Colbert - until December 2018 (Westech Ag Nhill), Simon Severin
(Agritech Horsham), Ian Taylor (Lubeck), Grant Hollaway (DEDJTR Horsham), Rob Launder (PB Seeds), Ben Cordes - until
January 2019 (Tylers Rupanyup), Brad Jackson (Tylers Rupanyup), George Hepburn (Tylers Rupanyup), Anthony Patton (St
Arnaud), Chris Delahunty (Murtoa), Ben Batters (St Arnaud), Cam Penny (Warracknabeal), Peter Taylor (Rupanyup), Brad
Martin (Brim), Sam Eastwood (West Wimmera)

RESEARCH COMMITTEE
The purpose of the research advisory committee is to approve the disbursement of all monies received that
are eligible for tax concessions under section 73A of the Income Tax Assessment Act ("the Act") and only for
the purposes of scientific research as defined in SS73A of the Act and which can reasonably be expected to
be of value to Australia. 'Disbursement' includes any distribution, gifts or payments made upon the winding
up or dissolution of the ARI.
The research committee is made up of 10 agricultural doctorates (or equivalent) that were selected based on
their appropriate credentials and research nous. Since its inception in October 2016, five meetings have been
held (twice annually).
The research committee is engaged to ensure BCG research is scientifically rigorous and research projects
reflect the goals of the strategic plan. As such, the emphasis is on project idea development, researcher and
scientist collaboration, and the 'next advancement' in cropping and mixed farming.
Members include: Julia Hausler (Warracknabeal, Grain Growers Ltd. Board), Dr. Cherie Reilly (Corack, BCG Board), Dr.
Sally Norton (Horsham, Agriculture Victoria), Dr. Geoff Hunt (Normanville), Dr. James Hunt (Melbourne, La Trobe
University), Ian McClelland (Birchip, BCG Founder and Board), Dr. Zvi Hochman (Brisbane, CSIRO and BCG Board), Dr.
Tony Gregson (Warracknabeal), Chris Sounness (BCG CEO), Claire Browne (BCG research manager) and Caroline Welsh
(Berriwillock, Research Committee Chair and BCG Board Chair - until 2019).
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PHILANTHROPY REPORT
BCG’s partnerships with the philanthropic sector allows BCG to pursue projects that deliver on BCG’s key values including
sustainable and diversified agricultural communities, leadership in work and communities and independent, science-based
research and extension.
The impact generated from these projects includes new relationships and opportunities for BCG members,
their families and the communities they live in and support.
The philanthropic committee, a sub-committee of the BCG Board, consisted of Caroline Welsh (chair), Ian
McClelland, John Ferrier, Chris Sounness and Simon Craig.
The committee’s focus included building partnerships with various philanthropic organisations, developing a
bequests and donation process, overseeing the various BCG projects supported by the philanthropic sector
and ensuring compliance to allow BCG to accept donations and continue our ongoing Deductible Gift
Recipient status.
Achievements and milestones in the 2018-19 period included:
progression of the project “Community Capacity Building – taking Precision Agriculture to secondary
students in regional Victoria” supported by John T Reid Charitable Trusts project.
progression of the veski Sustainable Agriculture Fellowship
progression of the “BCG Community Network” project supported by the William Buckland Foundation
development and distribution of a Donations and Bequests brochure
confirmed status of a BCG Research Fund and Donations and Bequests & Gifts Fund and establishing
appropriate governance.
Bequests and Donations – a brochure providing individuals with the opportunity to take advantage of BCG’s
Deductible Gift Recipient Status or to leave a bequest, was developed and distributed to all members in their
membership renewals in January 2019.
Project development continued in the BCG Community Network in the seven focus areas identified: BCG data
and decision making, ‘Birchip University’ concept, Smart town, Accommodation, Industry Development,
Birchip Streetscape and Community Development.
The veski Sustainable Agriculture Fellowship report can be found in the Business Development and
Innovation report.
The BCG Shared Solutions dinner was held 17 June 2019 at the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
BCG gathered partners from industry, the commercial sector, universities, technology providers,
governments and the philanthropic sector, to work collaboratively to identify the best opportunities for our
farmers and their regional communities.
Representatives from the John T Reid Charitable Trusts and veski were in attendance.
BCG maintains a membership of Philanthropy Australia.
We are extremely grateful for support from the philanthropic sector and we look forward to working together
to generate more meaningful and long-term outcomes for a sustainable future for agricultural communities.
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CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP REPORT
BCG's Corporate partnership program allows BCG members and staff to access a broad range of resources and expertise
through partner organisations. This program is fundamental for improving BCG's business outcomes and seeks to benefit
partners, BCG staff and BCG members by merging talent, expertise, technology and purpose.
We seek to partner with organisations who deliver excellence in service areas that are different but related to
our own, such as in crop protection, farm business, and agricultural engineering and technology.
In the 2018/2019 financial year, BCG were delighted to have 30 corporate partners in the program.
Landmark were announced as a diamond partner.
BCG added a silver partnership tier.
Our partnership approach is based on the principles of commitment, collaboration, communication and a
focus on outcomes. We work with partners to identify member and industry issues and work towards a
common goal. Some activities over the financial year have included tailored training (for both BCG and
partner staff), bespoke member events and communications products such as webinars, podcasts and
articles developed using partner expertise.
Through the program, partners can broaden their relevance, members benefit from the strengths and
offerings each partner brings to the table, and BCG staff can expand their development opportunities by
being exposed to new perspectives and expertise.
BCG enjoys the continuing relationships with our long-term partners. Sustained partnerships deepen ties
between organisations and foster collaboration and longevity. This allows BCG and partners to build
relationships with each other and our networks to offer services and solutions that help the agricultural
industry become more successful.
BCG would like to acknowledge the support of our corporate partners for 2018/2019 financial year.
These were:
Diamond Partners:
ADM, Bayer CropScience, O'Connors, RuralBank, WFI
Gold Partners:
SST Software, BASF
Silver Partners:
Action Steel, Advanta Seeds, Agfarm, AGT, Cortiva AgriscienceTM - Agricultural Division of DowDupointTM,
FMC Crop Protection, Gold acres
Bronze Partners:
Ace Radio, ADAMA, Blue Lake Milling, Buloke Shire Council, Decipher, Farmers Edge, Grain Brokers Australia,
Grain Growers Limited, Intergrain, Nuseed, Sipcam, Victoria Chemicals, Victorian Farmers Federation.
Valued Partner:
National Australia Bank
BCG would also like to thank outgoing partners Stock and Land.
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EXTENSION REPORT
The 2018/2019 financial year further allowed BCG to cement its reputation for developing and delivering excellent extension
activities while also demonstrating our growing abilities in project management. This push into the project management
space is allowing BCG to play a leading role in the development of extension activities at a state and national level, ensuring
that extension project activities are farmer-focused and based on clearly identified needs.
Supporting early career farmers has been an ongoing focus for BCG, with three activities funded that further
support the Growth, Adoption, Productivity and Profitability (GAPP) initiative, which consists of a network of
young farmer discussion groups. Activities have included a StopGAPP meeting, held in Birchip in February
2019 and supported by BCG Diamond Partner, ADM. BCG have also secured National Landcare Program
funding to run a round of GAPP group meetings with a sustainability focus.
Additionally, during the financial year BCG received support from the Farming and Community Group
Drought Funding Program (Agriculture Victoria), GRDC Conference Sponsorship and further support from
ADM to hold a 'Talking Farming’ event in Nhill. While this event is designed for young farmers, it encourages
anyone involved with a family farm business to attend and gain insights into how to have the uncomfortable
conversations that need to be had on-farm. Over 70 people attended this event with feedback
overwhelmingly positive, particularly in relation to the event approach of using panel discussions of local
farmers and personalities. BCG will seek to turn this into an annual event, being held in a different location
across our membership footprint each year.
As always, BCG's signature events (the Trials Review Day and Main Field Day) have been well attended and
BCG continues to deliver timely and relevant programs and presentations from both BCG staff and respected
industry personnel. In addition to this, extension activities conducted during the financial year have focused
on effective spray application, nitrogen fixation in pulses, pulse production more generally, integrated pest
management, making merinos more profitable, soil carbon and nutrition, and optimising grain storage.
Another key event for BCG was the ‘Seeder Demonstration Day’, delivered as an activity of the GRDC funded
'optimising plant establishment’ project. This event attracted over 130 farmers to the BCG Main Research Site
in April 2019 to see six different seeding systems in action. Each seeder sowed three replicates of canola
which are being used for further research and extension activities over the course of the season.
During this reporting period, BCG held approximately 35 events representing 15 projects, with an
approximate total attendance across these events of over 1100.

Seeder Demonstration Day at BCG's Main Research Site 2019
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Spray workshop Pyramid Hill

Rupanyup Crop Walk

BCG Main Field Day 2018

Trials Review Day

GRDC Pulse Extension

BCG Main Field Day 2018
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RESEARCH REPORT

Dry matter cuts at BCG Main Research Site 2018

The end to 2018 finished in decile one for the growing season for many farmers across the Wimmera and Mallee, while
the west Wimmera growing season finished with an average decile of two to three. Yields were low for many, including the
research trials. Harvest for some was over in a few days and for BCG some research trials did not make it to harvest. Despite
this, BCG research team made every effort to deliver high quality research to growers.
The research and operations team put a lot of effort into staff training and development due to new staff
members starting over the 2018 harvest and the 2019 sowing program. This further enhanced the capability
of the team now and for the future. Trials were managed to the highest standard and allowed for strong
scientific research, with statistical reliability. This in turn provided our members with more reliable results.
After a smaller harvest, the southern Mallee received up to 200mm in December. Most areas received
100mm. Consequently, this helped set the season up for 2019. This allowed BCG to conduct a heliotrope
control trial over summer, investigating different adjuvants through members funding.
In 2019, BCG established 23 trial sites (including contract service trials) and managed 9,500 plots throughout
the Wimmera, Mallee and North Central regions. Many sites this year have occupied multiple research trials
due to the NVT project and identifying paddocks for specific issues (e.g. weeds and nutrition).
The main research site for 2019 was at Karyrie (8km west of Birchip) on a fallow and lentil paddock, owned by
members Lachlan and Andrew Barber. We had a large trial site at Kalkee hosted by PB Seeds (which
comprised of GRDC, member and contract trials), as well as Curyo, Jil Jil and Pyramid Hill, with many more
small sites hosting contract trials.
The managing early season wheat project (funded by GRDC and in conjunction with La Trobe University), is in
its final of three years, with research being undertaken at Birchip and Kalkee.
The GRDC pulse validation project continued in 2019 at Pyramid Hill, with two sites in the region, on two
different soil types, east and west of town. Its aim was to increase the adoption of pulse growing in the
southern region.
The GRDC National Variety Trials (NVT) project for the Mallee region continued to be managed by BCG. In
2019 there were 37 cereal, canola and pulse variety trials throughout the Mallee region. These include sites
at Balranald, Birchip, Ultima, Quambatook, Hopetoun, Merrinee, Murrayville, Walpeup,
Rainbow and Manangatang.
The GRDC emerging weeds project continued in its second year investigating time of sowing and sowing rates
for brome grass reduction at Kinnabulla. The new laboratory continued to enhance BCG efficiencies and
allowed samples to be processed in good time.
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2019 BCG research sites, projects and site owners were as follows:
Birchip

Heliotrope Control

Matt Ryan

Birchip Main Site

NVT, Plant Establishment

Lachlan and Andrew Barber

Brim

Herbicide Residue, Soil CRC

Peter Quick

Curyo

Nitrogen Systems Trial (La Trobe)

Paul Barclay

Horsham

Herbicide Residue, Soil CRC

Blair Farms

Jil Jil

Herbicide Residue, Soil CRC

Ian and Tim McClelland

Jil Jil

Legume Pastures

Ian and Tim McClelland

Kalkee

Canola Phenology, members & contract

Blair Farms

trials
Kinnabulla

Herbicide Residue, Soil CRC

Linc Lehmann

Kinnabulla

Brome Grass Management

Kevin Reid

Lalwoit

Herbicide Residue, Soil CRC

Alan Bennett

Nullawil

Barley Grass

Cameron Warne

Pyramid Hill (east)

Pulse Validation

Andrew and Matt Scott

Pyramid Hill (west)

Pulse Validation

Robert and Ash Moon

Rupanyup

Wimmera CMA

Peter and Ian Taylor

Agriculture Victoria trial sites:
Warmur

Phosphorus response wheat & lentils

John and Daniel Boyle

Spraying at Pyramid Hill
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION REPORT
The last financial year has seen the Business Development and Innovation team grow to have 3
people focusing on a growing part of the BCG business. We have a diverse range of projects
involving industry, leading farm businesses, Ag tech, Ag data, corporate partners and climate risk.
We are striving to bring research and innovation to our members sooner so that members have
the earliest opportunity to implement them in their farm businesses when the economic, social
and sustainable case is to do so.
Commercial service trials
The 2018 growing season started promisingly with good opening rains but quickly started to turn coming into
the second half of the year. Most of the contract trials were harvested due to the site selection being on
fallow or on sandier soils. The Longerenong trial site was one of the worst effected by the drought, but the
results of the trials were still valuable to see treatment effect in a dry year. The industry crop walk at
Kinnabulla was well attended with 65 agronomists and 8 presenting companies. The event received very good
feedback and we are looking to continue it into next season.
The end of 2018 saw record rainfall come through the Southern Mallee. Over 200mm of rainfall was recorded
around Birchip and good amounts in the Wimmera. This provided opportunities to do some summer
spraying trials and set up trial sites with good confidence in the season. The northern Mallee missed the
majority of summer rainfall.
2019 saw a dry summer after the big rainfall in December but nice opening rains on the 2nd May was perfect
for trial germination. Key sites at Kinnabulla for the Industry Crop Walk, Kalkee for the Wimmera site and
Birchip main site were the key sites for the majority of the contract trials for the 2019 season. In June the
season had progressed very well tracking at a decile 5 in most regions.
Innovation and diversification on farm
One of the strategic directions of BCG is to look into climate adaptation and risk diversification on farm. BCG
plays a key role in two climate projects with Meat and Livestock Australia. Managing Climate Variability which
we are managing, communicating material and updating new climate tools such as climate Kelpie and
managing social media. 'Forewarned is Forearmed' is a project where we facilitate a community of practice
delivering a national project. The community of practice came together to ensure the content they are
producing and delivering to Australian producers is relevant, timely and useful.
BCG was a part of a successful project that installed a demonstration microgrid project at the BCG office and
labatory complex through the Department of Environment and Energy. The project has 137Kw hours of
battery storage and 55Kw solar energy production. It has the smarts to use and send power where it is
needed and at the best time. This demonstration project could be up-scaled with more renewable energy
sources and provide jobs and diversify income streams for local farm businesses.
Ag Tech on Farm
BCG's weather station network has entered phase 2 in association with Square V and LX, and now consists of
110 weather station and 50 soil moisture probes across the Wimmera and Mallee. The farmers involved and
BCG are learning about the technology opportunities and challenges as the roll out has evolved. Different
connectivity options of data transfer that are reliable in regional areas are going to be critical for the adoption
of Ag tech, as well as capturing the full potential of the data streams farmers are generating. Building
capability and capacity in this space is an objective of the Business Development and Innovation team.
The Victorian Government has funded BCG $578,000 to deliver an agricultural skills and training initiative
(AgTIDE) in collaboration with Wimmera Development Association, Longerenong College, Skillinvest Ltd,
Birchip Cropping Group and Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water. The Project will work with Longerenong
college, Federation University and University of Melbourne to deliver value to farmers in the region around Ag
tech and data management.
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ENGAGEMENT, CORPORATE AND BUSINESS SERVICES
REPORT
The Engagement, Corporate & Business team continues to support the activities of the project
delivery teams. This includes membership, communications, finance, IT, governance and
philanthropy.
Finance
BCG recorded a profit of $249,584 for 2018/19. This was $244,773 more than the $4,811 budgeted.
Income again exceeded $5m with GRDC and governments providing valuable support for a wide range of
projects. Funding from the philanthropic sector contributed to the diversification of income beyond
traditional sources. BCG’s extensive trial work program with private companies, and others, in addition to the
income from memberships and member services like soil sampling and Yield Prophet continues to provide an
important source of funding. The BCG Partner network provides welcome financial and other support.
Expenses reflect the project workload. BCG leads a number of national projects and subcontracts other
grower groups and consultants to assist with the delivery of project requirements outside the BCG
geographical region.
The biggest BCG expense is employment related costs. The balance of BCG expenses is operating costs for
project delivery. BCG owns and operates an array of trial specific machinery and equipment to ensure the
best possible tools are available for the research, operations and extension teams to safely manage trials in a
timely, effective and efficient program.
The BCG laboratory and specialist equipment which was funded through a GRDC infrastructure grant plus
member contributions and donations is the latest example of investment in improvements. It worked very
well through its first year of operations.
This year BCG added a battery storage microgrid. Apart from the obvious benefit in offsetting rising energy
costs, the microgrid will offer opportunities to independently measure solar generated energy.
BCG maintains registered DGR status. This allows for tax deductable donations for research work.
BCG’s finances are overseen by a Risk & Audit committee that reviews the organisation’s financial
performance against expectation each month.
Membership
The number of BCG members through 2018/19 maintained at levels of previous years. Growers continue
their support of BCG in other ways also including allowing access to land for trials and with their participation
at BCG events and activities.
The BCG Advisory Committees (Wimmera & Mallee) and the BCG Research Committee continue to provide
important grower input into BCG research priorities by identifying growing season observations and
challenges. This information plays an important role in guiding BCG research priorities. Member funded trials
were highlighted at this year’s Main Field Day.
The Board formed a membership sub-committee to commence a review of the delivery of offerings to
members.
Communications
BCG is engaged in a wide range of communication mediums, including some that are member specific.
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It has been business as usual with the delivery of the annual Research Results Manual presented at the Trials
Review Day; fortnightly Tech Bulletin and monthly eNews.
Analytics confirms that timely technical articles and stories on farms and farmers are prioritised by members.
Social media continues to rise in prominence as an opportunity to inform about BCG activities. Podcasts are
also used more often to communicate project information.
The extensive BCG events program continues to provide important communication opportunities.
Traditional communications continue to offer access to a wider audience including the fortnightly
ABC western Victoria radio segment ‘Talking Tech’ and the regular column in Stock & Land.
The use of short videos providing information, promoting events or other opportunities on social media has
proved very popular and will continue.
Business Investments
2018/19 was a year of investment across a range of areas including upgrading business systems and
introducing new technologies and software. BCG business security protection was enhanced with the
consolidating of the investment in a new computer server and support systems including replacing vermin
affected cabling. This investment improved IT reliability and functionality.
There was additional investment in the website. Our agreement with the offshore website host had run its
course so we took the opportunity to improve the interface with the BCG database, thereby assisting our
event management and administration by linking the registration and communications functions.
BCG also transitioned the accounting and finance functions from the software cocktail of Reckon, Wage Easy
and Board to Xero thereby consolidating key accounting, budget, timesheet and payroll functions. Xero offers
an add-on, Workflow Max, which has been applied to improve the integration between project tendering &
quoting and the operations and finance functions.
Key office improvements included converting the original laboratory into office space and the original BCG
library into an additional meeting room. These improvements increase the functionality of the BCG work
environment. The functionality of the kitchen was also improved with some overdue investments. This is
important because the kitchen services the meeting room that is regularly used by a range of community
groups.
Finally, the telephone system was upgraded. The desk top handsets are redundant and have been replaced
by mobiles.
Governance
BCG continues to meet all requirements for governance expected of a tier 3 incorporated association. We
prioritise the development of policies and procedures to support our efforts in this space.
Our duty of care to our workers’ health and safety is our single most important priority and there have been
several initiatives this year that demonstrate this. These include screening all staff for potential skin cancers,
a skin cancer awareness campaign and manual handling education. Ongoing practices continue to identify
potential hazards and manage the associated risks.
Some staff members were skilled up in governance practices through training with the Governance Institute
of Australia and attended work health and safety awareness events during the year. BCG subscribes to
governance publications that assist us to maintain awareness of any changing obligations. This, in turn,
allows us to promote a culture of ‘best practice.’
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